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Education Pedagogy Symposium 2018
May 12, 2018

Topic:
Creating Standards for Ancient Education Pedagogy

FACULTY

Bal Ram Singh
Raj Kumar
Aparna Dhir
Nilesh Nilkanth Oak
Jerry Solfvin
Girish Nath Jha
M G Prasad
Madan Mohan Goel

Vedic Sarasvati River Conference, Jan 2018
Leading Delegations to Indian Government

Six meetings at Indian ministerial level with government officials led by Prof. Singh that includes discussion on project ‘Ayurvedic value addition of cow milk and other products’, ‘Boston Center of Excellence for Health and Human Development (BoCE)’ and ‘School teacher training in the United States’.

Met with the Minister of State in Indian Prime Minister’s Office (PMO)

Public Talks

Over eighteen presentations by faculty at various institutions such as IIT-Madras, University of Delhi, Kurukshetra University, and addressing 1000+ students & educators of VNSGU, Surat.

Keynote address by Dr. Singh at the Vasudhaiv Kutumbakam Conference

Publications

An blog on ‘Nationhood’ by Dr. Kumar and papers on ‘Taittiriya Brahmana’ and ‘Yajurvediye Vastu-Kala’ by Dr. Dhir & few reports for WAVES.

Collaborations

Signed MoU with Jawaharlal Nehru University, Conference Member of WAVES International Conference - 2018
Editorial Board Member of Ayurveda Journal of Health & Vedic Waves Blog.

* data given here is from last 3 months
Initiatives

Our Research Projects

- Indigenous Social Democratic Institutions of the Vedic Tradition
- Chronology Markers and History of Indian Heritage
- International Consortium of Ayurvedic Science and Technology (I-COAST)
- Paradigm Shifts in Science to Create Better Healthcare
- Whole Brain Teaching and Learning – Super Accelerated Learning Theory (SALT)
- Theoretical Vedic Science: Pranic Energy

Prof. Singh with Deputy Chairman, HSHDB at Kuruom Vidyalaya

Chronology-Project Flyer Presented to Chair, Draupadi Dream Trust & President WAVES-India

Delegation with UP Chief Minister, Yogi Adityanath

Recorded three episodes of 'Aapki Baat Humare Sath' of TCN Productions
Prof. Girish Nath Jha has appointed as Dean, School of Sanskrit and Indic Studies, JNU on 29-12-2017

Dr. Dhir in Conference at Delhi University, March, 2018

Mr. Oak Felicitated by Mr. Rajiv Malhotra

Prof. Singh & Dr. Dhir in Transformational Leadership Conference, Feb 2018

Prof. Singh Interviewed on Lok Sabha TV

Dr. Dhir Appeared on DD National